Sol-O-matic
High Pressure Laminate on Fiberglass Tables

Table Shown in Wilsonart "Deep Star Fossil" #1812-35

Peel-Proof Wear Resistant Laminate Surfaces
Strong Moisture Resistant Fiberglass Bodies
Compatible with All of Our Table Accessories
Wide Choice of Colors, Sizes, and Configurations
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The Many Benefits of Laminate on Fiberglass

The Best of Both Worlds
and Years in the Making

The tables have scratch and wear resistant high-pressure laminate surfaces fused directly to strong moisture resistant fiberglass bodies. The tops are molded in one piece and the surfaces cannot be peeled off like glued together laminate and wood products.

Their sturdy tubular steel leg units are secured directly to the heavy steel cross rails that brace the tabletops. The legs have adjustable levelers and are equipped for bolting down, a practice we highly recommend where abusive use is possible.

The tables come in a wide variety of sizes and configurations, and they can be custom produced with surfaces made from almost any brand of high-pressure plastic laminate. Your choice of colors and patterns is virtually unlimited.

See our special “TFL” price schedule for model numbers, specifications and available options.
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